Highly precise ground control points, which are globally available, can be derived from the SAR satellite TerraSAR-X. This opens up many new applications like for example the precise aerial image orientation. In this paper, we propose a method for precise aerial image orientation using spaceborne geodetic Synthetic Aperture Radar Ground Control Points (SAR-GCPs). The precisely oriented aerial imagery can then be used e.g. for mapping of urban landmarks, which support the ego-positioning of autonomous cars. The method for precise image orientation was validated based on two aerial image data sets. SAR-GCPs were measured in images, then the image orientation has been improved by a bundle-adjustment. Results based on check points show, that the accuracy of the image orientation is better than 5 cm in X and Y coordinates.
INTRODUCTION
Ground Control Points from the SAR Satellite TerraSAR-X data have an absolute coordinate accuracy which is comparable to GNSS in-situ measurements. With this new technology, it is no longer necessary to be on-site to obtain high precision ground information. The reference points we use are generally the foot points of poles of lamps or street signs, which can often be clearly identified in both the Radar GCPs and the aerial image.
The assignment in the airborne imagery allows the absolute geo-referencing of the airborne imagery up to the accuracy of one pixel. Using such precisely georeferenced images landmarks suitable for the relative orientation and location of a car may be detected and provided to the autonomous cars in the context of a so called "HD-Map" , Runge et al., 2018 , Richter et al., 2016 . Useful landmarks for autonomous driving are for example poles of traffic lights or traffic signs, road markings, trunks of trees or corners of buildings.
In this paper, we propose a method for precise aerial image orientation using spaceborne geodetic Synthetic Aperture Radar Ground Control Points (SAR-GCPs). In section 2, the processing of SAR-GCPs from SAR satellite data is explained. Besides, the usability of the automatically detected poles for the improvement of image orientations will be discussed. In section 3, the process of absolute geo-referencing of the aerial imagery using SAR-GCPs is explained and the results of two flight campaigns are shown. The accuracy of image orientation is validated based on check points, which are measured independently with in-situ GNSS.
GEODETIC SAR POINTS

Deriving Ground-Control-Points from SAR Data
To remotely measure the position of a radar reflector on the surface of the earth, a radargrammetric method is used in which the exact distances from the satellite to the object on the ground are measured from at least two different angles (satellite orbits). The position of the satellite is known to within a few centimeters, so that the 3D position of the object can be determined by intersection using the radii .
The high accuracy in the centimeter range is achieved only for so-called "radar point scatterers". These are radar retroreflectors, which are formed by a vertical pole on a flat surface or by a building corner oriented towards the Radar satellite. Figure 1 shows an example of a pole (view from top) measured by TerraSAR-X. Therefore, the method is particularly suitable for urban areas. The high accuracy is further achieved by corrections of the signal path delay caused by ionospheric and atmospheric effects, which are realized in the so-called SAR Geodesy Processor (SGP) of the DLR. Here also a correction of the earth tides takes place. The coordinates are provided in a GNSS-compatible format.
Although two satellite images from different angles are sufficient for determining the coordinates, at least three images are usually used. With the increase in the number of SAR recordings used, the yield of precise ground control points also increases.
The accuracy of the coordinates of individual objects is very different, so we determine the expected accuracy for each individual GCP. It depends on the geometric resolution of the SAR system and on the characteristics of the radar reflector on the ground (the measured object) as well as the local condition in the vicinity of the reflector. The latter determines the so-called "signal to clutter ratio", which is computed for each individual object and is included in the accuracy estimation. A As proper GCPs only the best objects with an accuracy e. g. better than 10 cm are in question.
The accuracy of the coordinate determination and the estimation of the error were confirmed by an independent surveying office. The big advantage over GNSS is that one no longer have to be on the spot for the measurement, and for example, a country no longer needs to be entered to determine precise geo-coordinates (Runge et al., 2018) . The system is operationally available and used for research and commercial purposes.
Extracting Poles from Aerial and Satellite Imagery
For the improvement of the accuracy of optical or satellite imagery the geodetic SAR points have to be located in the images. Since these points represent the foot points of poles an automatic method for detection of the foot points of poles was developed. Figure 2 shows an example on a road intersection. Filtering out bright narrow objects (the poles, green lines in figure 2) in image looking direction and dark narrow objects (shadows, red lines in figure 2) in shadow direction gives hypotheses of a pole. By intersecting these detected lines the foot points of potential poles can be derived with an accuracy of about half of the ground sampling distance of the images.
Correlating the foot points of the detected poles with nearby geodetic SAR points (the green position marks in figure 2 and applying an outlier detection results in the absolute geographic correction of the image and a list of correlated pole and SAR point locations. Please note, that in the further sections manually measured SAR-GCPs were used.
EXPERIMENTS
Datasets
Experiments of precise aerial image orientation using SAR ground control points were conducted in two test areas A and B in Germany. Image acquisition flights were performed with the 4k system operated by DLR on a BO105 helicopter (Kurz et al., 2014) . It consists of three commercial Canon Cameras mounted together with a GPS receiver and an IMU (inertial measurement unit) on a carrier in such a way one camera looks nadir, one to the left and one to the right. The FOV across/along track of the 4k system is 70 • resp. 26
• .
Dataset A consists of 132 images acquired 400 m above ground on 2018-10-04 at the DLR site in Oberpfaffenhofen (Germany), which results in a GSD of 5 cm. Only images from the left camera were used, which cover the test area of size 400 × 400 m 2 . As the test area is quite small and the camera setup can cover nearly the whole area with one image, the images are highly overlapping with a small baseline. 10 geodetic SAR points were selected covering the whole area for the experiment. The geodetic SAR points were transformed into the ETRF 2000 system according to the epoche of the SAR acquisition date and projected into the UTM system. Additionally, seven check points within the test area were measured with GNSS, corrected with SAPOS and finally transformed into the ETRF system to the epoche of the TerraSAR data acquisition as well.
Dataset B consists of 658 images acquired on 2018-10-02 covering an area of 4 × 4 km 2 over Landsberg am Lech (Germany). The area was acquired with eight flight strips at a flight height of 800 m, which results in a GSD of 10 cm. 12 geodetic SAR points were selected covering the whole area for the experiments and divided into three check and nine ground control points. The distribution of check and ground control points for the two test areas is visualized in figure 3.
The images were further processed to reach the highest georeferencing accuracy. First, the on board measured image positions and attitudes were corrected using the SAPOS service and finally transformed into the ETRF system. Then, a self-calibrating bundle adjustment using automatically matched tie points and manually measured ground control points was performed to improve the image positions and attitudes as well as the interior camera parameters like focal length and sensor distortions (for details see (Kurz et al., 2012) ). Finally, all check points were measured manually in the original images and the coordinates of the check points were estimated by spatial reverse intersection. Check points are used to determine the final accuracy of the image orientation by comparing the coordinates with the ground measured in test area A resp. SAR derived coordinates in test area B.
Measuring check points and validation of SAR-GCPs
In this section, the measurement of check points and the validation measurements of geodetic SAR points is described in more detail. As described above, check points are used to determine the accuracy of image orientations, which has been improved using geodetic SAR points in the bundle adjustment. For an independent absolute validation, the check points are neither used in the bundle adjustment nor should depend on the same acquisition system. Thus, for test area A the check points were measured with a terestrial GNSS system, here a Leica GX1230 system. Additionally, a subset of geodetic SAR points was validated with terrestrial GNSS system to check the SAR derived accuracies. The measurement of check points and the validation measurements of geodedtic SAR points in test area A is visualized in figure 4 . Two geodetic SAR points #148 and #3568 were selected for the validation measurements, which are also used for the improvement of the image orientations.
First, one important issue is the accuracy of the GNSS measurements itself. To reach a sufficient accuracy level, each point was observed at least 10 minutes. The SAPOS service was used to get corrected satellite signals based on a virtual reference station and to transform the points into the ETRF system. Finally, an accuracy level of 1.8 − 1.9 cm was reached for each point in test area A as listed in Table 2 . Difference between GNSS positions and geodetic SAR positions of two validation points including the SAR derived precision.
The results of the comparison between GNSS measured and SAR derived coordinates are listed in table 2. The observed coordinate differences at the two points correspond quite well to the predicted precision the SAR points. From this, the conclusion can be drawn that the predicted SAR point accuracy can be trusted. Other validation datasets with more points support this outcome (not yet published).
Measuring geodetic SAR points in aerial images
In this section, the measurement of geodetic SAR points in the images is described in more detail. The most problematic issue in measuring the geodetic SAR points in aerial image is the unique identification of the reflection point of poles. First, most poles are observed in aerial images with a small oblique angle, i.e. the smaller the oblique view the harder the target point can be identified. This effect is illustrated in figure 5 b) , c) and f). In figure 5 a) an example of an oblique observed pole is given with better visibility of the reflection point. In some cases, a street view image can help to identify the SAR reflection point as illustrated in 5 d). Another feature that hinders a unique recognition is the reduced GSD of the aerial images compared Figure 5 . Examples of measuring the SAR-GCPs in aerial images: a),b),e) and f) measurements of pole foot points; c) pole foot point difficult to identify in the aerial image; d) street view image of pole in c) to identify the pole foot point; g) and h) SAR-GCPs on building roofs difficult to identify. Figure 6 . Aerial image samples of SAR-GCPs derived from SAR scenes in one looking direction (blue arrows): a), b), e) and f) poles observed from aerial images in the same looking direction like the SAR satellite; c), d), g) and h) poles observed from aerial images in the opposite looking direction like the SAR satellite.
to street view. In the examples, based on a GSD of 5 cm resp. 10 cm it is hard to identify small objects like small poles. This effect is visualized in figure 5 e) where a pole cannot be distinguished clearly from a wall. Independent of the GSD, it is also difficult to identify SAR reflection points on other objects than poles, e.g. at objects at roofs or buildings like visualized in figure 5 g ) and h). These points are filtered out in the process and are not further used.
A specific problem in measuring SAR reflection points in aerial images, is the consideration of the SAR looking direction, when measuring the SAR reflection point. There are two cases, SAR looking direction and viewing direction of the aerial images are the same or opposite. The aerial looking direction depends on the position of the projection center relative to the pole. This effect is illustrated in figure 6 . Two poles are imaged from two viewing directions. The SAR looking direction is signalized with a blue arrow. In cases of opposite viewing directions, the reflection point must be guessed in the aerial images, because it is hidden and not visible.
To minimize the error effects caused by low GSD, different looking directions and hard-to-identify SAR reflection points, many SAR points must be measured in the aerial images. It is also necessary, that each ground control and check point must be observed in several images from different viewing directions. Based on the following number of observations, reasonable results in the self-calibrating bundle adjustment were obtained.
• Test area A: 71 measurements of the 16 ground control and check points in 27 (out of 132) images
• Test area B: 60 measurements of the 12 ground control and check points in 46 (out of 658) images
RESULTS
In this section, the accuracy of the image orientations using SAR-GCPs is presented based on the check points as described above. Base of the validation are the image orientations, which have been improved by a self-calibrating bundle adjustment using SAR-GCPs. Figure 7 show the results of the bundle adjustment in test area A. The height of the tie points is analyzed in the left part of the figure, the distribution and residuals of the tie points at the sensor chip level is shown in the right part of the figure. On the one hand, the standard deviation of tie points' height is quite low, on the other hand the observed mean residuals at the sensor chip are below half pixel and therefore sufficiently low.
For the final validation, the coordinates of the check points derived from the aerial images are compared to the coordinates, which are measured with a GNSS system in test area A, or compared with additional, not used geodetic SAR points in test area B. The RMS error of the coordinate differences at the check points are listed in table 3. In test area A, the RMS error in X and Y coordinates lies between 0.04m and 0.07m, whereas the RMS error in Z shows a higher value at around 0.55 m. The reason for the poor performance in Z direction is the bad flight configuration with the helicopter in test area A, which produces highly overlapping images with a small base-to-height ratio and therefore produces abrasive cuts with weakly determined Z values. In test area B, the RMS error in X and Y lie between 0.03m and 0.05 m. The RMS error in Z is here better than in test area A because of the better base-to-height ratio of the image bundle. Table 4 . Precision of SAR ground control and check points derived from SAR measurements.
DISCUSSION
In this paper we propose a method for precise aerial image orientation using spaceborne geodetic Synthetic Aperture Radar Ground Control Points (SAR-GCPs) with an absolute geolocation accuracy better than 5 cm in X and Y coordinates.
The most important outcome is, that the accuracy level of the image orientations using SAR-GCPs can reach centimeter level. This accuracy level seems reasonable, because on the one hand the accuracy of the SAR-GCPs itself have a similar range and on the other hand the identification of the SAR reflection point in the aerial image cannot further be increased based on the configuration in the experimental section. A higher resolution of aerial imagery may improve the identification of the reflection point and thus, may increase the accuracy of the image orientation, provided that the accuracy of the SAR-GCPs itself also further improve.
Future work will be the integration of automatically detected SAR-GCPs into the aerial image orientation process to become independent of manual interactions.
